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We have performed kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of benzene diffusion in Na-Y at finite loadings
for various temperatures to test the analytical theory presented in Paper I, immediately preceding
this paper. Our theory and simulations assume that benzene molecules jump among SII and W sites,
located near Na1 ions in 6-rings and in 12-ring windows, respectively. The theory exploits the fact
that supercages are identical on average, yieldingDu5 1

6kuau
25kau

2/6^t1&@11Keq(1→2)#, where
ku is the cage-to-cage rate coefficient,Keq(1→2) is the W→SII equilibrium coefficient,̂ t1& is the
mean W site residence time, andk is the transmission coefficient for cage-to-cage motion. The
simulations use fundamental rate coefficients calculated at infinite dilution for consistency with the
theory in Paper I. Our theory forku , Keq(1→2) and^t1& agrees quantitatively with simulation for
various temperatures and loadings. The simulated transmission coefficient is nearly1

2 for all but the
highest loadings, qualitatively validating our mean field approximation. Comparison between our
theory and experimental data shows excellent qualitative agreement with tracer zero-length column
data, but also shows qualitative disagreement with both pulsed field gradient NMR and frequency
response data. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!51543-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Significant effort has been devoted to understanding
fusion in zeolites,1,2 since transport properties play a cent
role in catalytic and separation processes3 using zeolites.4

Understanding the diffusion of aromatics in faujasite ty
zeolites5–12 is particularly important because of persiste
discrepancies among different experimental probes
mobility.1 We have recently reported the results of analy
and simulation that greatly simplify our picture of benze
diffusion in Na-Y at infinite dilution, by focusing on the
dynamics of cage-to-cage motion.11,13–16At finite loadings,
however, benzene diffusion is complicated by blocking
stable sites and by intracage benzene–benzene interac
that modify adsorption and activation energies. Despite th
influences, measured diffusion coefficients for aromatics
Na-X and Na-Y exhibit a remarkably gentle concentrati
dependence for low to moderate loadings.1,17–21In the paper
immediately preceding, denoted as Paper I, we derive sim
analytical expressions for the temperature and loading
pendence of benzene diffusion in Na-Y. In the present art
we report the results of kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC!
simulations11,22,23 of benzene diffusion in Na-Y at finite
loadings to test theoretical assumptions made in Paper I

We make three basic approximations in Paper I that s
plify benzene diffusion in Na-Y. In this system benzene h
two predominant binding sites.8 In the primary site, denoted
as SII , benzene is facially coordinated to a supercage 6-r
2.70 Å above Na~II !. In the secondary site, denoted as W

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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benzene is centered in the 12-ring window separating a
cent supercages. Our theory begins by assuming that ins
taneous benzene occupancies in different Na-Y superc
are identical, a mean field approximation. We then assu
that occupancies at SII and W sites are either 0 or 1, a si
blocking model, and that benzenes do not otherwise inter
Finally, we allow at most one W site occupant when someII

sites are vacant, a leading order approximation, motivated
the greater stability of SII sites.5,11,12Thus, the theory in Pa-
per I entails a mean field–site blocking–leading order mo
for benzene diffusion in Na-Y. We can test the mean fie
and leading order approximations by performing KMC sim
lations of benzene in Na-Y with fundamental rate coe
cients calculated at infinite dilution,11 since these KMC
simulations include fluctuations ignored by mean field the
and allow many W sites to be occupied. We will address
accuracy of the site blocking model in a forthcomin
publication.24 By comparing theory and simulation in thi
way, we can use theory to develop a better understandin
simulation results, and ultimately gain a deeper understa
ing of diffusion in zeolites. Below we will show that ou
analytical theory gives quantitative agreement with simu
tion, and qualitative agreement with experiment for low
moderate loadings.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Sec. II we describe the KMC methodology used to mo
benzene diffuion in Na-Y. In Sec. III we report the conve
gence properties of the simulation, in addition to the simu
tion lengths and times required for production runs. In S
IV we compare simulation and theory for various loadin
and temperatures, finding quantitative agreement. Sectio
/97/107(19)/8132/6/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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8133C. Saravanan and S. M. Auerbach: Diffusion in zeolites. II
compares theory and experiment, and in Sec. VI we g
concluding remarks, speculating on extending our theory
include guest–guest interactions.

II. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

We perform kinetic Monte Carlo ~KMC!
simulations11,22,23in the canonical ensemble, i.e. keepingN,
V and T fixed. Although a simulation more closely mode
ing, e.g., a pulsed field gradient NMR experiment1,19 would
fix m rather thanN, since sorption equilibrium involves fluc
tuations inN, time scales of creating and destroying partic
in a grand canonical KMC simulation are not obvious. F
ing N is reasonable, though, since most zeolite particles
large enough to make the relative root mean square fluc
tions in N rather small. In what follows the W and SII sites
are denoted sites 1 and 2, respectively.

We apply the KMC algorithm to benzene diffusion
Na-Y by replacing the zeolite framework with a thre
dimensional lattice of SII and W binding sites. Such a lattic
model is known to accurately reproduce diffusive behav
when site residence times are much longer than travel ti
between sites.22,25 For a given configuration ofN random
walkers, a process list consisting of hops from the
~SII→SII , SII→W, W→SII and W→W! is compiled for all
molecules by determining target site vacancies. We h
been careful to minimize redundancy in the algorithm t
updates the process list, since relatively few processes
affected by single molecule jumps. A hop is made ev
KMC step and the system clock is updated with varia
time steps.26 For a given configuration,g, the mean time
elapsed before each hop is the inverse of thetotal rate coef-
ficient, determined by summing over all rate coefficients
the process list.26 Assuming thatM jumps are allowed for all
molecules ing, the total rate coefficient within the sit
blocking model is given by:

^Dt~g!&215ktot~g!5 (
k51

M ~g!

ki ~2.1!

5n1→1~g!•k1→11n1→2~g!•k1→2

1n2→1~g!•k2→11n2→2~g!•k2→2 ,
~2.2!

whereni→ j (g) is theg-dependent number of allowed jump
from sitei 51,2 to sitej 51,2. The actual KMC time step fo
a given configuration is randomly chosen from a Poiss
distribution so thatDt(g)52 ln(12x1)/ktot(g), where x1

P@0,1) is a uniform random deviate. The chosen time ste
independent of the actual jump executed. To choose an
tual jump we define process probabilities according topi

[( j 51
i kj /ktot(g) for i 51,...,M (g). The j th process is cho-

sen whenpj<x2,pj 11 , wherex2P@0,1) is another uniform
random deviate. After making a jump, relevant ensemble
erages are updated, the process list is updated, and a
time step and jump process are chosen at random.

In Paper I we exploit the fact that all supercages
identical on average, yieldingDu5 1

6kuau
2 whereau>11 Å is

the mean intercage jump length and 1/ku is the mean super
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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cage residence time. Furthermore, we find thatku5k•k1

•P1 , whereP15@11Keq(1→2)#21 is the probability of oc-
cupying a W site,^t1&51/k1 is the mean W site residenc
time, andk is the transmission coefficient for cage-to-ca
motion. In what follows we use KMC to calculate the co
centration dependencies ofKeq(2→1), ^t1&, k andku at T
5300 K for one Na-Y unit cell, containing 32 SII sites and
16 W sites. In Paper I, we show that the essential physic
the site blocking model is captured with one Na-Y unit ce
A simulation containingN molecules givesN distinct values
for each of these quantities. We require as a converge
criterion that allN values ofKeq(2→1), ^t1&, k andku be
numerically equivalent. Convergence of these quantities
discussed in the next section.

For each molecule,Keq(2→1)5T1 /T2 whereT1 andT2

are the total simulation times spent at W and SII sites, respec-
tively. In addition,^t1&5T1 /N‡ whereN‡ is the number of
visits to W sites. Furthermore,k5Ncc/N‡ whereNcc is the
number of cage-to-cage jumps for a given molecule. Fina
ku5Ncc/(T11T2). Note thatk andku require a definition of
cage-to-cage jumping. Care must be taken in defining a ca
to-cage hop because W sites are shared by adjacent s
cages. Although one solution to this difficulty is to assign
sites to particular supercages~two W sites per cage!, we
avoided this approach because the assignment is arbi
and breaks Na-Y symmetry. Instead, we used the follow
approach: if for a given molecule thenth KMC step is a W
site, we calculate the distance between benzene cente
mass positions for KMC stepsn21 andn11. If this dis-
tance is nonzero and different from the four characteris
intracage distances8 @d(SII ,SII)55.48 Å, d(SII ,W)55.31 Å,
d(SII ,W8)58.74 Å, andd(W,W)58.79 Å#, then a cage-to-
cage jump is registered withtn11 stored as the arrival time in
the new cage. The residence time is the difference betw
tn11 and the previously stored arrival time.

As part of the site blocking model, we use fundamen
hopping rate coefficients calculated at infinite dilution to d
termine jump times and probabilities. In the present study
in former ones,11,13–16,27we estimate rate coefficients at infi
nite dilution using the Arrhenius formula, in whichk
>ne2bEa wheren andEa are temperature independent. W
assume that the Arrhenius prefactors$n% resemble typical
vibrational frequencies, of order 1013 s21. We believe these
rate coefficients are sufficiently accurate for the purpose
drawing qualitative conclusions. The calculated hopping
tivation energies and hypothetical Arrhenius prefactors
ported in Ref. 11 are summarized in Table I.

III. SIMULATION CONVERGENCE

As mentioned above, convergence of a simulation c
taining N random walkers is obtained when allN molecules
give numerically identical results. The equilibrium coef
cient, Keq(2→1), turns out to converge slowly for high
loadings. Since we have exact expressions for this quan
from Paper I, we focus on its convergence properties. A
sinceku is ultimately the quantity of interest, we study i
o. 19, 15 November 1997
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8134 C. Saravanan and S. M. Auerbach: Diffusion in zeolites. II
convergence as well. The transmission coefficient conve
extremely rapidly, and as such is not a focus of our conv
gence studies.

Figure 1 showsKeq(2→1) calculated with KMC di-
vided by its exact value forN520 as a function of the num
ber of KMC steps,NKMC , for 8 molecules chosen at random
Figure 1 shows smooth convergence ofKeq(2→1) to a rela-
tive error less than 2% at 33106 KMC steps. Figure 2 shows
ku calculated with KMC forN520 vs.NKMC for 8 molecules
chosen at random. Excellent convergence is obtained foku

at NKMC533106, giving a relative spread less than 1%.
Figures 3 and 4 are the same as Figs. 1 and 2, excep

N540. Good convergence for bothKeq(2→1) and ku is
obtained at high loading, although at much more compu
tional expense. The relative error at 1003106 KMC steps in
Fig. 3 is less than 10%, while the spread at 1003106 KMC
steps in Fig. 4 is 7%.

Figure 5 compares exact and KMC results f
Keq(2→1) atT5300 K as a function of loading. The calcu
lations in Fig. 5 use 33106 KMC steps forN<32 and 100
3106 KMC steps forN.32. Excellent KMC convergence i
obtained for all but the highest loadings, which gi
Keq(2→1) values that are consistently low by about 10
As can be seen from Figs. 1–5, 33106 KMC steps suffice to

FIG. 1. Ratio ofKeq(2→1) values from KMC and exact forN520 vs.
NKMC for 8 molecules chosen at random. Relative error atNKMC533106

less than 2%.

TABLE I. Hopping activation energies and hypothetical Arrhenius pref
tors for benzene in Na-Y. Our model predicts that leaving the W site
relatively facile.

Jump
Activation energy

(kJ mol21)
Arrhenius prefactor

(s21)

SII→SII 35 1013

SII→W 41 1013

W→SII 16 1013

W→W 18 1013
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
es
r-

for

-

.

give reasonably converged results for loadingsN<32, re-
quiring 10 min of CPU time per loading on an IBM RS/600
with a 604e 200 MHz processor. For loadingsN.32, rea-
sonable convergence is obtained with 1003106 KMC steps,
requiring 7 hours of CPU time per loading on the same IB
RS/6000.

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND
SIMULATION

Figure 6 compares analytical theory and KMC results
^t1& at T5300 K as a function of loading. As discussed
Paper I, our theory for̂t1& is exact forN51 and 48, and
should also be accurate nearN51, 32 and 48. Figure 6

FIG. 2. KMC results forku for N520 vs.NKMC for 8 molecules chosen a
random. Spread atNKMC533106 less than 1%.

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 except thatN540. Relative error atNKMC5100
3106 less than 10%.

-
s
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8135C. Saravanan and S. M. Auerbach: Diffusion in zeolites. II
shows the remarkable fact that our formulas for^t1&, namely

^t1&>
1

6k1→116@12~N21!/N2#k1→2
, for N<N2532

~4.1!

>
1

6@12~N2N221!/~N121!#k1→1
, for N.N2532,

~4.2!

exhibit quantitative agreement with KMC forall loadings. In
complete agreement with simulation, Eqs.~4.1! and ~4.2!
show that the mean W site residence time increases m
tonically with loading as target sites for W→SII and W→W
jumps become occupied. More generally, Fig. 6 shows
accurate results for a mean residence time in a fluctua
environment can be obtained by inverting the averaged
coefficient@cf. Eq. ~3.28! in Paper I#, rather than averaging
the inverted rate coefficient.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2 except thatN540. Spread atNKMC51003106 is
7%.

FIG. 5. Keq(2→1) at T5300 K comparing exact and KMC results. Exce
lent convergence is obtained for most loadings.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
o-

at
g
te

Figure 7 shows the comparison between our mean fi
approximation for the transmission coefficient, i.e.k5 1

2 for
all loadings, and the KMC results calculated atT5300 K.
The simulated transmission coefficient is less than or eq
to 1

2 for all loadings, and for all but the highest loadings
within 10% of 1

2. Figure 7 qualitatively validates our mea
field approximation for low to moderate loadings. We w
quantitatively address the accuracy of the mean field
proximation in a forthcoming publication.28 It is interesting
to note that forN533, with 1 molecule forced to occupy
W site, the system mimics infinite dilution since W→W→W
jumps become the most probable mechanism of cage-to-
motion.

Figure 8 shows the comparison between simulation
our overall analytical expression for the cage-to-cage r
coefficient atT5300 K for one Na-Y unit cell. Excellent
agreement between theory and simulation is obtained

FIG. 6. ^t1& at T5300 K comparing approximate analytical and KMC re
sults. Excellent agreement with simulation is obtained for all loadings.

FIG. 7. Transmission coefficient,k, at T5300 K comparing approximate
analytical and KMC results. Mean field approximation is qualitatively ac
rate for all but the highest loadings.
o. 19, 15 November 1997
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8136 C. Saravanan and S. M. Auerbach: Diffusion in zeolites. II
most loadings. The small error at the highest loadings
rives from error ink. The analytical formulas being tested
Fig. 8 are:

ku>
3

2 S N2

N22N11
•

k1→1

k1→2
11D k2→1 , for N<N2532

~4.3!

——→
V→` 3

2 S 2
223u •

k1→1

k1→2
11Dk2→1 , for u,

2
3 ~4.4!

>3S N11N22N

N121 D S N2N2

N D k1→1 , for N.N2532

~4.5!

——→
V→`

3~12u!S 3u22
u Dk1→1 , for u.

2
3 . ~4.6!

Equations~4.3! and ~4.5! reveal the essential physics di
played in Fig. 8. The simulated cage-to-cage rate coeffic
increases at low loadings because of an entropic prefer
to occupy W sites as SII sites become blocked. Diffusio
within the site blocking model becomes precipitously fas
aboveu5 2

3 as molecules are forced to occupy W sites,
the operative temperature dependence changes fromk2→1 to
k1→1 . At the highest loadings, as almost all W sites beco
occupied, the W site residence time increases and slows
fusion.

According to Eq.~4.3!, ku for N<32 should exhibit an
apparent activation energy approximately equal
Ea(2→1)541 kJ mol21, since Ea(1→1)>Ea(1→2) as
given in Table I. Furthermore,ku for N.32 should exhibit
an apparent activation energy equal toEa(1→1)
518 kJ mol21. To test these predictions of our theory, w
used KMC to calculateku for N520 and 40 atT5200 K,
300 K and 400 K. These simulation results~thick lines! are
compared with theory~open circles! in Fig. 9, which shows
Arrhenius temperature dependencies for both loadin
The apparent activation energies forN520 are Ea

FIG. 8. Cage-to-cage rate coefficient,ku , at T5300 K comparing approxi-
mate analytical and KMC results. Excellent agreement between theory
simulation is obtained for all loadings. Error at high loading is fromk.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
e-
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ce

r
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e
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541.9 kJ mol21 from simulation and 41.7 kJ mol21 from
theory, in excellent agreement. Without an analytical expr
sion for ku , we might attribute the difference between th
apparent activation energy from simulation andEa(2→1) to
statistical error in the simulation. Equation~4.3! shows, how-
ever, that this difference arises from the additional tempe
ture dependence ink1→1 /k1→2 associated with SII→W→W
cage-to-cage jumps. The Arrhenius prefactors forN520 are
n54.331013 s21 from simulation and 4.531013 s21 from
theory, also in very good agreement. The small discrepa
in n arises because the simulated transmission coeffici
ksim, is slightly less than1

2.
For N540 excellent agreement between simulation a

theory is also obtained for the temperature dependenc
ku . The apparent activation energies forN540 are Ea

518.0 kJ mol21 from simulation and 18 kJ mol21 from
theory, as expected from Eq.~4.5! and Table I. The Arrhen-
ius prefactors forN540 aren52.931012 s21 from simula-
tion and 3.231012 s21 from theory. This small difference in
n also arises becauseksim, 1

2.

V. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND
EXPERIMENT

The strictest test of our theory is comparison with e
periment. Unfortunately, experimental data on the concen
tion dependence of benzene self diffusion in Na-Y are rat
sparse because Y-zeolite particles are relatively small, m
ing reliable measurements of the mean square displacem
difficult.29 The most comparable data are diffusion coe
cients for benzene in Na-X, measured by the tracer ze
length column~TZLC! method,21 pulsed field gradient~PFG!
NMR,19 and the frequency response~FR! technique.20 Com-
paring theory and experiment for different systems may le
to ambiguous results, since discrepancies can arise from
proximations in the theory and from comparing different sy
tems. Nonetheless, we feel that such comparisons, w

nd

FIG. 9. Comparison between simulated and theoreticalku for N520 and 40
at T5200 K, 300 K, and 400 K. Very good agreement between theory

simulation is obtained, with small differences arising becausek,
1
2.
o. 19, 15 November 1997
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8137C. Saravanan and S. M. Auerbach: Diffusion in zeolites. II
carefully made, are an important part of the evolving know
edge in the field.

Although all three experimental studies report self diff
sion coefficients for benzene intracrystalline motion in Na-
and thus should agree, they qualitatively disagree in ma
tude and concentration dependence. For the loadingu>0.3,
TZLC diffusivities are;8 times smaller than FR data an
;40 times smaller than PFG NMR data. Furthermore, TZ
diffusivities increase with loading according to logDu}u,
while both FR and PFG NMR diffusivities decrease w
loading. As can be seen from Fig. 8, our site blocking the
predicts thatku increases gently with loading according
log ku}u for low to moderate loadings, in excellent qualit
tive agreement with TZLC data. We need to incorpor
guest–guest interactions more faithfully into our model b
fore we can assert that the TZLC concentration depende
is actually correct. Nonetheless, it is interesting that this
tial level of theory is quite consistent with the TZLC data

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have performed kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC! simu-
lations of benzene diffusion in Na-Y at finite loadings f
various temperatures to test the analytical diffusion the
presented in Paper I, immediately preceding this paper.
analytical diffusion theory exploits the fact that supercag
are identical on average, yieldingDu5 1

6kuau
2 where au

>11 Å andku is the cage-to-cage rate coefficient, given
k•k1•P1 . HereP15@11Keq(1→2)#21 is the probability of
occupying a W site,̂ t1&51/k1 is the mean W site residenc
time, andk is the transmission coefficient for cage-to-ca
motion. In Paper I we obtain analytical expressions for th
quantities by assuming that SII and W site occupancies ar
either 0 or 1 and that benzenes do not otherwise interact.
consistency, the KMC simulations use fundamental hopp
rate coefficients calculated at infinite dilution. The theore
cal concentration dependencies ofku , Keq(1→2) and^t1&
give quantitative agreement with simulation forT
5200– 400 K. The simulated transmission coefficient is v
close to the mean field value,1

2, for all but the highest load-
ings. We regard this as a qualitative validation of our me
field approximation. We will quantitatively address the acc
racy of the mean field approximation in a forthcomin
publication.28 Thus, our analytical diffusion theory capture
the essential physics of this site blocking model, allowing
site blocking KMC simulation results to be understood co
pletely.

Comparison between site blocking theory and tra
zero-length column data shows excellent qualitative ag
ment, with logDu}u for low to moderate loadings. Compa
ing our theoretical results with pulsed field gradient NM
and with frequency response data yields qualitative disag
ment. To add further validity to our model, we must inclu
medium to long range guest–guest interactions. We will
dress the importance of these interactions in a forthcom
publication24 by considering how nearest neighbor SII and W
site occupancies affect binding site stabilities and reside
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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times, in analogy with the Ising model of phas
equilibrium.30 Extending our KMC simulation methodolog
to include nearest neighbor interactions should be strai
forward. We can also apply analytical mean field theory
the lattice model with nearest neighbor interactions to
velop a theory of diffusion with site blocking and intracag
interactions.
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